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Welcome to the Nordic Industry Trends Q2 2019 analysis. The report will be
released every quarter with updated key insights so that you will regularly have
access to knowing exactly where your business is positioned in the market. We
have gathered a representative sample of our customers’ footfall data from Q2 in
2019 to shed light upon quarterly Nordic industry trends in the commercial as well
as in the public sphere.

About us
Vemco Group A/S is a Danish software company that delivers innovative and customized
solutions. We pride ourselves on identifying our clients’ challenges quickly and developing
our solution to address them.
With more than 13 years of experience, 1000+ clients worldwide and 25+ million counts
every day, we are proud to be one of the leading companies in northern Europe within customer counting. We partner up with retailers, entertainment venues, airports and public
institutions to help them understand deep behavioral insights about their customers.
Since the beginning in 2005 we have used the most reliable and accurate counting devices
and collected and analyzed data in our software solution, Vemcount, with the aim of providing our clients with knowledge that can lead to cost savings, greater efficiency and
improvement of conversion rate and profitability. We’ve our own experienced technical
staff, programmers and supporters to make sure our clients receive professional guidance
and support.
In 2013 Vemco Group A/S expanded to South America and CIS countries, opening new support and sales departments in Brazil and Russia, to be able to represent, help and support
clients all over the world. Our HQ and R&D center is based in Denmark.

mission is to help our clients to make
“Our
fact-based decisions that improve profitability.”
Anel Turkanovic
CEO
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Executive Summary

Within retail, the Interior Design &
Home Décor industry leads with
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Regional Trends in Denmark

In the clothing industry, the North Denmark
Region stores attract the highest number of
customers with an average of 269 per day
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In the consumer electronics industry,
the stores located in the Capital Region

In the interior design industry, the stores
located in the Central Region generate
the most footfall
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…bring in the most customers with
an average of 192 per day
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…averaging 783 visitors per day
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Figure 1. Industry-specific average daily footfall per store

For this report, we have chosen to segment the retail sector into three categories: Interior Design &
Home Decor, Clothing & Accessories and Consumer Electronics.
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Our analysis shows that among the sub categories within retail, the Interior Design & Home Decor
industry is in the lead, with a daily average per store of 663 customers. This is an increase of 25%
compared to the average footfall in Q1. Second in line is Clothing & Accessories with 213 customers
per day, followed by Consumer electronics with 166 customers per day.
The public sector observes an average footfall per day of 467 visitors. The number of visitors in the
public sector differ a lot on daily basis, with a standard deviation of 592 and a maximum number of
visitors of 11.614 on one day.
The average daily footfall per store has increased for all industries in Q2. This is a common trend,
where the first months of the year often have less footfall counts, compared to rest of the year.
Figure 2. Summary statistics by industry grouping
Branche

Average

Max

Std

663

3.427
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Public Public institutions
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Within the clothing & accessories industry alone, the average daily footfall per store ranges between
26 to 1210 customers per day. The majority, namely 75%, of the clothing stores have an average
footfall count of less than 260.

The top 25% lies between a daily average of 260 and 1210. The bottom 25%
has an average daily customer count
that ranges between 26 and 88.

Figure 3. Average daily footfall and quartiles in Clothing & Accessories

Figure 4. Average daily footfall per month in Clothing & Accessories
In the second quarter of 2019, the footfall was
highest in June with an average of 238 customers
per day, and lowest in May with an average of 201
customers per day.
In fact, the average footfall increased by 20% from
March to April. From April to May there were a
small decrease. However, from May to June the
footfall increased with 18%.

Figure 5. Average daily footfall during a week in Clothing & Accessories
During a week, the average daily footfall peaks on
Saturdays with an average of 267 visitors per day
and drops significantly on Sundays down to 123
visitors per day.
The traffic on Saturdays has increased with 7%
compared to Saturdays in Q1.
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Figure 6. Average daily footfall during Easter in Clothing & Accessories
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During Easter the daily average footfall
increased significantly.
In fact, Monday May 15th the average
daily footfall per store was 144%
higher than the average daily footfall
on a Monday during Q2.

Regional Trends in Denmark in Clothing & Accessories
Considering data from Danish clothing stores
only, there is a tendency for stores in North
Denmark Region, to have the most visitors on
daily basis, with an average of 269 customers
per day.
The second leading region is the Capital Region
of Denmark, closely followed by Central
Denmark Region with means of 258 and 257,
respectively.
Finally, there is Region of Southern Denmark and
Region Zealand with relatively fewer customers
visiting per day, namely 193 and 187 customers
on average.
Figure 7. Average daily footfall per
region in Clothing & Accessories
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Stores located in North Denmark Region,
the Capital Region of Denmark and Central
Denmark Region seems to generate among
the same amount of traffic each day.

193
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The average daily footfall per store in the interior design & home decor industry ranges between 37
to 1650 customers per day. The majority, namely 75% of the interior design & home decor stores
have a footfall count of less than 900.
The top 25% stores lie between a daily
footfall average of 900 and 1650. The
bottom 25% has an average daily
customer count that ranges between 37
and 445.

Figure 8. Average daily footfall and quartiles in Interior Design & Home Decor

Figure 9. Average daily footfall per month in Interior Design

In the second quarter of 2019, the stores generated most traffic in April with an average of 715
customers per day. In fact, the traffic in April increased with 33% compared to March. However, the
average footfall decreased in both May and June, with namely -5% and -12%, where June had the
lowest average of 596 costumers per day.
Figure 10. Average daily footfall during a week in Interior Design

During a week, the average daily footfall peaks on Saturdays with an average of 944 visitors per day
and drops significantly on Sundays down to 167 visitors per day. The traffic on Saturdays has
increased with 27% compared to Saturdays in Q1.
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Figure 11. Average daily footfall during Easter in Interior Design & Home Décor
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During Easter, the daily average footfall
increased from Monday, with 86% more
visitors than the average daily footfall
on a Monday during Q2, to Wednesday.
However, the following days experienced a significantly lower footfall
count, since most stores were closed
due to public holidays.

Regional Trends in Denmark in Interior Design & Home Decor
When only looking at interior design stores in
Denmark the trend is the same as in Q1. However,
most regions have slightly increased their average
daily footfall. The stores in Central Denmark
Region generate the most traffic compared to the
remaining regions. In fact, they have a significantly
high footfall level of 783 visitors on average per
day.
Next in line is Region of Southern Denmark with an
average of 635, closely followed by Capital Region
of Denmark, with a mean of 547 visitors on average per day.
Finally, Region Zealand and North Denmark Region
rank the lowest in terms of average daily footfall
with means of 354 and 350, respectively.

Figure 12. Average daily footfall per region
in Interior Design & Home Decor

635
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350

Among Danish Interior Design & Home
Decor stores, the ones located in the Central
Denmark Region seem to generally attract
the most daily traffic compared to stores in
other regions.

354
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Within the consumer electronics industry, the average daily footfall per store ranges between 63 to
404 customers per day. The majority, namely 75% of the consumer electronics stores have a footfall
count of less than 195.

The top 25% lies between a daily average of
195 and 404. The bottom 25% has an average daily customer count that ranges
between 63 and 111.

Figure 13. Average daily footfall and quartiles in Consumer electronics

Figure 14. Average daily footfall per month in Consumer Electronics

In the second quarter of 2019, the footfall was
highest in May and June with an average of 167
customers per day, and lowest in April with an
average of 163 customers per day.
In fact, the average footfall increased with 3%
from March to April. Furthermore, the average
increased with 2% from April to May.

Figure 15. Average daily footfall during a week in Consumer electronics
During a week, the average daily footfall peaks on
Fridays with an average of 171 visitors per day
and drops significantly on Sundays down to 78
visitors per day. Compared to Q1 these stores
have had an increased traffic during a week. However, the traffic has decreased in the weekends.
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Figure 16. Average daily footfall during Easter in Consumer Electronics
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During Easter, the daily average footfall
increased from Monday to Wednesday,
and Saturday. However, the following
days the daily average footfall was low,
since most stores were closed due to
public holidays.

Regional Trends in Denmark in Consumer Electronics

Among the consumer electronic stores in
Denmark, the stores in Capital Region of
Denmark are leading in terms of daily traffic
compared to other regions, with a slightly higher
footfall level of 192 visitors on average per day.
The four remaining regions follow consecutively in a descending order: North Denmark Region
with an average of 162 visitors per day, Central
Denmark Region with 155, Region Zealand with
153 and finally Region of Southern Denmark
with 144 visitors per day.

Figure 17. Average daily footfall per region
in Consumer Electronics
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Within Consumer Electronics, the daily
footfall count is generally greater for stores
located in Capital Region Denmark compared to other regions in Denmark.

153
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For public institutions, the average daily footfall ranges widely from 17 to 1992. Most of the institutions, namely 75% would expect to have a daily average below 538 visitors.

The top 25% lies between a daily average of 538 and 1992. The bottom 25%
has a daily visitor count that ranges
between 17 and 202.

Figure 18. Average daily footfall and quartiles in Public institutions

Figure 19. Average daily footfall per month in Public institutions
In the second quarter of 2019, the footfall was
highest in May with an average of 522 visitors per
day, and lowest in June with an average of 427
visitors per day. From April to May, the count
increased with 16%, however, in June the daily
average traffic decreased by -18%

Figure 20. Average daily footfall during a week in Public institutions

During a week, the average daily footfall is generally highest on regular days from Monday-Friday.
There are relatively less visitors during the weekend, particularly on Sundays.
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Figure 21. Average daily percentage of children & adults in public institutions
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There are roughly 15% children visiting the institutions each day on average, which signifies that
the majority of the visitors, the remaining 85%,
are adults.

Figure 22. Average daily footfall during Easter in public institutions

During Easter, the daily average footfall decreased on all days, except for Monday, where the daily
average footfall was 4% higher than the average daily footfall on a Monday during Q2.
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This analysis is delivered to you by Vemco Group A/S. Should you have any questions with
regards to this analysis or should you be interested in receiving similar reports, get in contact with
us on the following addresses:

Vemco Group A/S
Røde Banke 77, Fredericia
+45 76 22 11 46
http://vemcogroup.com

Mie Havgård Gregersen
+45 28 18 25 43
sales@vemcogroup.com
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